
 
 
 
Titles – Class by MaryAnne 
 
A very simple beginners page, with minimal  
supplies (2 sheets of 12x12, 2 of A3/8x11)  
and your printer!  
Using text as a design element, learn to use  
text boxes to create a Word-full-of-words for  
your title and to create personalized  
patterned paper. 
 
 
Full of Themselves 
 
Supplies: 
 
1 sheet of black card 
1 sheet of colored card 
2 A4 (8x11) sheets of white card 
1 strong photo 
adhesives 
paper cutter or scissors 
Word Art or any other text manipulation  
software 
 
 
First, a little bit about Text Boxes. To create a text box in Word Art: 
 
Select WORD and create a blank document 

 
Add a Text Box by double clicking on the TEXT BOX icon on the Drawing toolbar (you 
can also select INSERT from the Menu Bar and choose the TEXT BOX option from 
there) and click on the document to insert the box into the document. 
 
Resize the box by dragging the sizing handles and position it in your document by 
clicking and dragging it to the location you want. 
 
Remove the line around each text box by right-clicking on the text box and selecting 
FORMAT TEXT BOX.  Then select COLORS AND LINES, then LINE, and finally NO LINE. 
You can do this for the first box but not the second one! 
 
Type your text inside the box.  Click on FORMAT on the Menu Bar to select your font. 
 
For this page you will need to create multiple text boxes, layering them over each 
other to get the word-full-of-words effect. The basic principle is that your printer does 
not contain white ink.  So, how does it print out white?  It doesn’t.  What it does is print 
NO colour, allowing the white (or any colour) of the background paper show thru. 
 
 
So, to create the title effect, here is what you do, step by step. 
 
1. First, if you want a title for a 12x12 page, even with A4 paper, make sure you can 
print in landscape (short edge to the sides) or rotate your text boxes so they run top to 
bottom rather than along the top edge. 



 
2. Create a text box.  Type your word in, using a large, blocky font, like RedFive, 
Arbuckle, Arial Bold, or any one you like.  Make it whatever colour you like -- I used 
black for my page. 
 
3. Create another text box, at least the SAME SIZE OR BIGGER than the first one.  Type 
in a string of words, in a variety of fonts.  Try to mix elegant hands like Scriptina, Sloop 
Script, Aquiline or CK Bella with typewriter fonts like CK Constitution, GF Halda, 
American Typewriter, Royal Pain, and maybe some funky fonts like Girls are Weird, 
Font Diner Loungy, or FlowerChild.  The words can be whateveryou like.  In the sample 
I used JACKSON (my son’s name) as the large word and filled it with different versions 
of the same word/name (hence the title “Full of Themselves!”) but you could easily 
do:  MOTHER (maybe with Mother or Mom or Mum) in other languages), DAD, LOVE, 
ROMANCE, MARRIAGE.   You can type in the words in a line, then copy and paste 
them over and over again, but be sure you don’t get them all in rows.  It looks better 
if it is staggered (to bad we all don’t :)) 
 
Another point :  if the font has very tall ascenders, like Scriptina or Aquiline, you may 
want to make each line its own text box.  That way you can decrease the space 
between lines to make the text denser.  Just create more text boxes. If you want to 
use those fonts, you might want to set the size smaller on them so the lines are tighter. 
 
4. Now the magic.  Select TEXT COLOR and change the colour of the box full of words 
to WHITE.  This is why you don’t want to remove the line from around the box!  White 
text on a white background means invisible text.  The line will help you locate it on the 
screen. 
 
5. DRAG the white words box OVER the BIG word.  If your order is correct, you will see 
what looks like a black word full of white words, and the white words that are not over 
the black background will disappear!  Nor will they print and ruin you title, even if you 
choose to print it on coloured card -- remember, white anything prints out as nothing. 
 
Some variations:   
What about RED words filling a PINK title (or vice versa) for a ROMANTIC title? Dark 
Block word over Light card, like dark green on pale green card, or dark blue over 
light?  Red over yellow?  Remember, any white will pint as nothing, allowing the 
background card to show thru. 
 
 

 
 
Once you have the title done, fill 2 entire A4 pages with the words.  If you have a 
12x12 printer you can do just the one page.  Tear a corner off and mount it over the 
lower left edge.  Mat the photo with a thin black mat.  Mat again with a thick mat 
from your printed word paper, and again with a thin black mat.  Mount off center, 
overlapping the torn corner.  Mount your title at the side (or the top if you prefer), and 
a small journaling block in the lower right. 
 
Shades of last year’s class, but you could also try doing your word paper on vellum 
instead, or use a long straight strip of word paper down one side, maybe under the 



title strip.  You could tear a scrap and make a tag to add as the journalling block or 
make the title into a long tag (good if the word you pick is short, like LOVE, or a short 
name like JACK or JANE). 
 
Another option might be to cut out the letters of the title and mount them on 
coordinating cardstock.  You could also go to http://www.homepagers.com/names/ 
and rather than add journalling, add the meaning of the name (or definition from a 
dictionary for LOVE or MARRIAGE) instead.  There are so many variation on the basic 
idea -- Let’s see YOURS! 
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